
5  P R O D U C T S  

5  I N G R E D I E N T S

EVERY SINGLE INGREDIENT AND ACCESSORY IN KATARI LINE IS 

SOURCED ALL THE WAY TO ITS ORIGIN AND DELIVERED 

DIRECTLY FROM OUR INCREDIBLE ARTISANS IN THE VILLAGES OF 

MEDITERRANEAN TUNISIA.

D O  N O  H A R M  
  I S  A N  I M P O R T A N T

I N G R E D I E N T
M A N T R A

When selecting naturally-derived
products it is important to know where

the ingredients come from, where or not
preservatives are used and  

if ingredients are inert. 
 

OUR INGREDIENTS WORK FOR ALL



We only get certifications if they 

make sense. We'd rather give back 

to the artisans and order more 

products from them than spend 

money on programs that don't 

directly support people we work 

with.  

We also don't worry about other 

big name certifications that don't 

apply to us because we are pure 

and authentic and can answer any 

questions about what we do.

C E R T I F I C A T I O N S S O U R C I N G G L O B A L  I M P A C T
Each Katari product is 

sourced directly from 

artisans, non-profit co-ops 

and families of craftsmen 

and women in 

Mediterranean Tunisia.  

Every accessory and every 

product is made using 

ancient sustainable 

methods.

Direct impact is the best impact. 

We don't get involved in 

organizations that market 

intermediaries. Maybe it is a 

smaller impact, but we know how 

many people and families are 

positively affected by our 

efforts. 

We are now assembling stories 

of our artisans and will be 

sharing them on our site and in 

our social media news.

PURE    TIMELESS    ELEMENTAL

Chemistry - pH-neutral (7.24), contains Iron, Magnesium, Calcium, Gypsum, Organic Plant matter and hundreds of 

trace minerals. 

Origin | Sourcing - hand-extracted from an open quarry in the Atlas Mountains of Tunisia from the ancient seabed. 

Process - we sun dry clay after extraction and mill it to fine powder, even though it is not necessary 

Is it Organic - clay is a raw mineral and by definition cannot be certified organic. It is naturally anti-bacterial and 

stable indefinitely if properly stored. 

Cool Fact - scientists use this clay to encapsulate nuclear waste. Due to its extreme pulling power it traps toxins and 

impurities.

ARGIL (ar-zheel') - katari green clay

ROSEAU (ro-zo) - vapor distilled rose water
Chemistry - pure water + rose petals. Nothing else. 

Origin | Sourcing - for centuries produced only a few weeks (in April-May) by villages in Northern Tunisia; Katari 

works with co-ops of women who hand-distill flower waters using ancient methods. 

Process - vapor distillation collects essence from rose petals by pulling it through steam and condensing drop by 

drop into most fragrant water; it is stable naturally and does not require preservatives. 

Is it Organic - water or any substance that is more than 97% non-carbon, cannot be organic by definition. 

Cool Fact - rose toner has been used for thousands of years to tone skin, shrink pores and reduce inflammation and it 

is a perfect makeup setter.

GERAN (zhe-run) - vapor distilled geranium water
Chemistry - pure water + geranium stems and leaves. Nothing else. 

Origin | Sourcing - for centuries produced only a few weeks (in April-May) by villages in Northern Tunisia; Katari 

works with co-ops of women who hand-distill flower waters using ancient methods. 

Process - vapor distillation collects essence from  Mediterranean geranium plants by pulling it through steam and 

condensing drop by drop into most fragrant water; it is stable naturally and does not require preservatives. 

Is it Organic - water or any substance that is more than 97% non-carbon, cannot be organic by definition. 

Cool Fact - geranium water is naturally anti-bacterial and helps with irritation, redness and cellulite puckering.

HOBA (ho-buh) - cold-pressed jojoba wax
Chemistry - cold pressed jojoba plant wax (jojoba oil) 

Origin | Sourcing - made by a group of oil enthusiasts using ancient and modern methods and perfection in mind 

Process - cold-pressed out of the seeds of jojoba plant 

Is It Organic - Hoba is EURO organic certified - a much more stringent certification than USDA, which we also have. 

Cool Fact - not only is is a carrier oil, it is a connector oil, allowing other nutrients to go deep into skin if added to 

oil. It is naturally pH-neutral, hypoallergenic and suitable even for newborns.



PURE    TIMELESS    ELEMENTAL

BARIE (buh-ree) - cold-pressed fig de barbarie oil
Chemistry - cold pressed fig de barbarie or prickly pear cactus seed oil 

Origin | Sourcing - made by a group of oil enthusiasts using ancient and modern methods and perfection in mind 

Process - cold-pressed out of the seeds of barbarie cactus fig seeds 

Is It Organic - Barie is EURO organic certified - a much more stringent certification than USDA, which we also have 

Cool Fact - a liquid collagen replacement and a better option than Botox for plumping skin. It is so labor intensive to 

produce taking hundreds of hours of each quart. And just one drop goes a long way. 

MIXING BOWLS - UNESCO protected craft
Chemistry - handmade out of edible clay, colored in clay paint and coated with resin from a native tree 

Origin | Sourcing - made by Emna and family - master potter for countless generations 

Process - fired in low temperature fire vs. kiln, creating a very different texture, energy and feel 

Is It Sustainable - clay is a renewable resource, though it takes a very long time to generate; using accessories that 

are made to withstand years and can go back to earth is what we love about our mixing bowls. And they are pretty. 

Cool Fact - no equipment is used in making Katari bowls. Just hands and clay.

OLIVE WOOD MIXING UTENSILS - sustainable craft
Chemistry - hand-carved out of olive trees 

Origin | Sourcing - made for Katari by families of olive-wood craftsmen who only work with olive wood for centuries 

Process - hand-carved, using nothing apart from olive wood and occasionally olive oil to make wood pattern 

standout 

Is It Sustainable - when olive tree stops producing olives, a new tree is already growing nearby; the old tree is then 

used for crafts. This way the cycle of life goes on.  

Cool Fact - olive wood is naturally anti-bacterial and not porous. It is very hardy and does not swell when submerged 

in water for a long time. It makes a perfect travel companion, a great mixing utensil for anything from beauty to 

kitchen.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR INGREDIENTS, PROCESS OR PEOPLE BEHIND ANY AND ALL 

OF IT, WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU! 

 

INSTAGRAM: @KATARIBEAUTY | FACEBOOK: @KATARIBEAUTY | WEB: KATARIBEAUTY.COM


